
FINESSE FLOOR: REVOLUTION IN MODULAR FLOORING!
>  THANKS TO THE UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF RCB  

>  DESIGN: HELSINKI - FF5042



>  WHY CHOOSE FINESSE FLOOR?

Our products consist of beautiful designs, a very robust surface, walking and impact insulation and are
easy to clean. They are very simple to install, in almost all rooms of your home. Does this sound like a
utopia? Well it’s not, Finesse Floor has got it all! And even more… Discover our unique designs, indistin-
guishable from natural wood. They are very resistant and suitable with any interior: in the dining room,
the bedroom, but also in the bathroom, kitchen or entrance hall. Our products are even suitable for
offices or shops. All our products are safe and free of formaldehyde.

RCB has many advantages: it’s very wear resistant but with a natural touch, warm underfoot and soft
touch effect, and it’s 100% waterproof. Our floors are silent but most important: they are very beautiful.

>  OUR COLLECTION

21 unique designs: wood imitation, tiles or modern ‘arthouse’ designs. The print quality in both HD and
3D is unique and creates a result that is indistinguishable from the original material.
Our floors are suitable for all types of interiors, almost all types of rooms in the house, in the office or in
shops and stores. Our floors can be installed in circumstances where other floors can’t be.

Finesse Floor is a ‘don’t worry’ floor, which will last for a very long time.
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>  DISCOVER THE BENEFITS OF FINESSE FLOOR

Fast & simple click system
Due to our click system and the integrated sound insulating underlay 

our floor is easy to install.

Stain resistant
The unique properties of RCB together with the specially developed 

surface protection result in a floor that is stain resistant and clean.

Easy to clean
Our floors are very easy to clean with just water and soap, as often 

as you want.

ABC Anti Bacterial Coating
The anti bacterial coating ensures a clean floor, free from bacteria’s.

This effect is obtained with the specially developed surface structure 

of the product and it allows you to install our floors in every room 

with a clear conscience.

Microscratch protect surface
The unique properties of RCB together with the specially developed 

surface protection result in a very wear resistant floor.

Anti-slip class R9
A specially developed surface structure ensures more safety,

especially in wet rooms.

>  FOR MORE INFORMATION: GO TO WWW.FINESSEFLOOR.COM
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> DESIGN: MIAMI - FF5041 DIRECT INSTALLATION OVER EXISTING FLOORS WITHOUT EXTRA FLOOR LEVELLING
CERAMIC TILES - UNEVEN SCREED - PARQUET / LAMINATE FLOORING

No telegraphing - little surface preparation
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>  DESIGN: QUEBEC - FF5071

>  SILENCE COLLECTION
Plank dimensions 1280 x 192 x 5 mm

> BRUSSELS - FF5091 > HELSINKI - FF5042 > MIAMI - FF5041

> ADELAIDE - FF5092

> BOMBAY - FF5083

> PARIS - FF5022 > STOCKHOLM - FF5031 > SEBASTOPOL - FF5032

> PORTO - FF5082

> MANILA - FF5073

> QUEBEC - FF5071 > LIMA - FF5081 > LONDON - FF5061

> PHILADELPHIA - FF5052 > MALAGA - FF5072> TOKYO - FF5051
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> DESIGN: NEBRASKA - FF5005

> INDIANA - FF5053 > NEVADA - FF5033> MONTANA - FF5043 > NEBRASKA - FF5005 > OREGON - FF5063

> DESIGN: MONTANA - FF5043

>  TILE COLLECTION
Plank dimensions 1280 x 295 x 5 mm
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API TRADING NV  |  Nobelstraat 36, 3000 Leuven
Tel. +32 87 69 26 80  |  Fax. +32 87 69 26 81  |  info@finessefloor.com  |  BE 0450 604 986

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT FINESSE FLOOR?
>  WWW.FINESSEFLOOR.COM

>  DESIGN: NEVADA - FF5033




